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The Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) strongly supports the 

objectives of the National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan and the 

eight strategic priorities of the strategic plan. AAAI is the leading scientific society for artificial 

intelligence (AI), with more than 300 elected Fellows and over 6,000 members. 

 

In this brief commentary, we would like to raise one issue concerning the practical challenge of 

implementing the first strategic priority, "Make long-term investments in AI research."  

 

Much of the current excitement around AI arises from recent breakthroughs in machine learning 

(deep learning) and so-called data-driven AI. These breakthroughs have opened up opportunities 

for AI to contribute significantly to our society on climate change and sustainability, scientific 

discovery, personalized education, healthcare and well-being, and business innovation. However, 

these dramatic recent successes in AI have also generated a certain sense that fundamental AI 

research is "done" and that the remaining challenges are mainly on how to apply data-driven AI 

techniques to other domains. There is a perception that simply larger data sets with more cloud 

computing resources will be sufficient to bring out the full potential of AI. We want to stress 

that this is not the case. To reach robust, interpretable, and human-compatible AI systems 

that adhere to desirable ethical guidelines will require further breakthroughs in core AI.  

 

By “fundamental AI research” we mean research that advances not only data-driven approaches 

but also knowledge-based approaches (such as those in planning, scheduling, decision making, 

and optimization), and that are human-centered rather than always closed and fully automated. 

Without a careful combination of all these AI techniques, we will not be able to tackle current and 

future challenges in many application domains, especially those that involve human-machine 

collaboration and high-stakes decision making where robustness and trust are fundamental notions. 

 

An important question is how to create an environment that will enable such advances in 

order to support and reach the next level of AI. In 2019, AAAI released “A 20-Year Roadmap 

for AI Research in the US”, co-sponsored by AAAI and the Computing Community Consortium, 

and involving inputs from over a hundred leading AI researchers and extensive feedback from the 

broader community. In the roadmap, among several other recommendations about AI education 
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and workforce development, we urged the US to establish "National AI Research Centers as multi-

university centers with affiliated institutions, focused on pivotal areas of long-term AI research 

(e.g., integrated intelligence, trust, and responsibility), with decade-long funding to support on the 

order of 100 faculty, 200 AI engineers, 500 students, and necessary computing infrastructure. 

These centers would offer rich training for students at all levels. Visiting fellows from academia, 

industry, and government will enable cross-cutting research and technology transition." The 

current NSF National AI Research Institutes program does not address this need since it provides 

funding for only a small percentage of the effort of 20-30 faculty (who are mostly supported by 

other grants), and a similar number of graduate students and undergraduates.    

Two promising examples of successful large long-term funded AI centers are the Vector 

Institute for AI and the MILA research institute, recently established in Canada. These research 

institutes combine a mission of advancing fundamental AI research with applications to 

societal challenges. The institutes bring together numerous faculty and graduate students and have 

close connections to universities and industry labs. The leadership of these institutes is provided 

by distinguished senior AI researchers, who help formulate the long-term research agenda. 

The funding for the institutes is on a longer timescale (10 years, with an option for renewal).  

We recommend that the US establish similar sustained national AI research centers to advance 

fundamental AI research to implement the first strategic direction of the National Artificial 

Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan. Each center should be led by one or 

more internationally distinguished AI scientists. These centers will enable the US to reach the 

next level of AI, necessary for developing truly robust, interpretable, and human-compatible AI 

systems that adhere to desirable ethical guidelines. 
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